
LAND OF THE FREE 
  

“We can have no “fifty-fifty” allegiance in this 
country. Either a man is an American and noth- 

ing else, or he is not an American at all. We are 
akin by blood and descent to most of the nations 
of Europe; but we are separate from all of them; 

we are a new and distinct nation.” 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT



“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.” 

So states the Declaration of Independence. 

For this sacred Declaration, the American people fought a 
long and harrowing war, sacrificing their lives and fortunes. 

Protestant, Catholic, Jew—rich man and poor man—all fought 
side by side to bring that war of the American Revolution to a 
victorious ending. 

The American people fought to hew out of the American 
earth and the American wilderness, a way of life dedicated to 
liberty, equality and freedom. 

This is the way of life safeguarded in the American Bill of 
Rights, which guarantees to each man freedom of religion, free- 

dom of assembly, freedom of the press, and the glorious civil 
liberties which distinguish American democracy from the re- 

strictive dictatorship of Adolf Hitler, tyrannical Fuehrer of Nazi 
Germany. 

The Bill of Rights and the Declaration of Independence are 
the essence of American democracy and the keystones of the 
American way of life. 

Today these sacred doctrines are under fire. 

Today these fundamental principles are being at- 

tacked by Adolf Hitler. 

Hitler says: Democracy must be destroyed. 

Hitler says: Protestants, Catholics, Jews—rich man and poor 
man — must be regimented and regulated by Adolf Hitler, 
self-appointed arbiter of the destiny of the world. 

Hitler is determined to destroy the Declaration of Independ- 
ence and the Bill of Rights in the United States as he has de- 

stroyed the once budding republics of Germany, Austria and 
Czechoslovakia. 

In place of liberty, equality and freedom, Hitler has set up a 
dictatorship of constriction and hate. 

In place of the democratic way of life, Hitler has set up a way 
of life based on war, concentration camps, star-chamber justice, 
the headman's ax, and terror by night and by day. 

In his international war on Democracy and on the sacred rights 
of free men, Hitler employs the poisonous devices of paid propa- 
gandists and paid Nazi agents. 

Throughout the length and breadth of the United States these 
“brown-shirted" and Nazified tools of Adolf Hitler spread the 
hatred of man against man, religion against religion, race against 
race. 

Hitler and his agents spread hatred against Pro- 
testants. 

Hitler and his agents spread hatred against Catholics. 

Hitler and his agents spread hatred against Jews. 

Hitler and his agents spread hatred against Amer- 
ican Democracy and against the full freedom of Amer- 
ican life. 

Hitler is the leading anti-democratic force in the world today. 

Hitler is the Fuehrer of all hate mongers in the world today. 

Willingly or unwillingly, wittingly or unwittingly: 

He who spreads the hatred of one man against another is an 
agent of Adolf Hitler, aiding and abetting him in his heinous 
plans against democracy. 

He who spreads the hatred of one race against another is an 
accomplice of Adolf Hitler, world enemy number one. 

He who spreads the hatred of one religion against another 

is an agent of Adolf Hitler. 

AMERICANS AWAKE.



THERE IS NO PLACE IN THE ACTIVITIES AND IN THE 
MINDS OF TRUE AMERICANS FOR THE FOREIGN IDEOLO- 
GIES OF ADOLF HITLER AND HIS AGENTS IN AMERICA. 

Americans must stop to remember the Declaration of Inde- 
pendence and the American Bill of Rights. 

Americans must ask themselves: 

ARE YOU AN AGENT OF ADOLF HITLER? 

If you pit one race against another, you are an unwitting agent 
of Adolf Hitler. 

If you pit one religion against another you are an unwitting 
agent of Adolf Hitler. 

If you pit one American against another American you are an 
agent of Adolf Hitler. 

Hate and Intolerance are Adolf Hitler's weapons against 
Democracy. They are a smokescreen concealing his aims to 
destroy free speech, free religion and freedom of thought. 

Hate and Intolerance are foreign importations from Nazi 
Germany. 

If you are aiding in the spread of hate and intolerance you are 
aiding Adolf Hitler, the foreign Fuehrer, in his scheme to de- 
stroy American Democracy. 

AMERICANS HAVE ONE DUTY! 
UPHOLD AMERICAN DEMOCRACY! 

RESIST THE NAZI MENACE! 
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